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 The tradition of appeasement in
 British foreign policy 1865-1939

 PAUL M. KENNEDY

 If the policy of "Appeasement" is inextricably associated in the historical
 consciousness with the efforts of Neville Chamberlain's government to
 preserve peace with the dictators in the 1930s, its origins have been
 recognized by numerous writers as going back many years before the
 immediate crises concerning the Sudetenland, Prague and the Polish
 Corridor. Some have traced its roots to the failure to prevent Japanese
 aggression in 1931 or Italy's attack upon Abyssinia in 1935 ; others, with
 more sense of the positive side of "Appeasement", have focused upon the
 attitude of the British government and public towards Germany during
 and after the Versailles settlement; while Mr Gilbert, going a little further
 back in time, has argued that "appeasement was born" at the moment of
 the British declaration of war in 1914.1 Few, if any, commentators have
 suggested that one should seek the beginnings of "Appeasement" before
 that event, however.

 It is the purpose of this paper, on the other hand, to argue that the real
 origins of the policy must be traced much further back, to the middle of
 the nineteenth century, and that the nature of British foreign policy did
 not greatly alter in its overall framework from that time until 1939; that
 there is, in fact, a British model of "Appeasement" whose operation is
 detectable for some seventy-five years or so before Munich, and that it
 was only after that particular crisis that this model finally broke down. To
 maintain such an argument a great deal depends, as it always has done,
 upon the meaning of the very word "Appeasement". It may well be, as
 Professor Medlicott has urged, that the term is so contentious that it
 would be simpler to avoid its use altogether2; but the fact remains that,
 since it has proved impracticable to banish the expression, the only
 alternative open to us is to define its meaning as clearly as possible.
 Throughout this paper "Appeasement" will be held to mean the policy of
 settling international {or, for that matter, domestic) quarrels by admitting and
 satisfying grievances through rational negotiation and compromise, thereby avoiding
 the resort to an armed conflict which would be expensive, bloody, and possibly very
 dangerous. It is in essence a positive policy, based upon certain optimistic
 assumptions about man's inherent reasonableness, as was clearly the case
 when executed by Gladstone in the 1880s or Lloyd George in 1919, but

 i. M. Gilbert, The Roots of Appeasement (London, 1966), p. 9.
 2. W. N. Medlicott, review of A. Furnia's Diplomacy of Appeasement in International Ajfairs,

 xxxviii (1962), pp. 84-85.
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 196 THE TRADITION OF APPEASEMENT IN October
 it also contained that negative element, the fear or horror of conflict, which
 came increasingly to the fore in the 1930s and caused the word itself to
 take on a fully perjorative meaning. Indeed, until Munich or thereabouts,
 it may be said that the term "Appeasement" was a perfectly respectable
 one, and that the changed meaning of the word was concomitant with the
 final collapse of the original policy.

 The model

 "Appeasement" in the above sense, it is worth arguing, has been a
 particularly British form of diplomacy since the middle of the nineteenth
 century, and was rooted in the following distinguishable, although often
 interconnected, motives :

 (i) Moral consideration

 The application of the concepts of 'justice' and 'morality' to politics has
 been prominent in British thought from the time of the evangelical move
 ment onwards and, although receiving many a setback and much criticism
 from cynics, remained a strong feature among the formative political
 elements.1 Reinforcing this idea of the fair and pacific settlement of
 disputes, and the disapproval of the use (and, often, the existence) of
 armed force, was the Cobdenite vision of the world being a harmonious
 community. International arbitration, the abjuration of war as an instru
 ment of national policy except in cases of self-defence, the emphasis upon
 conciliation and compromise, combined to produce a climate in which it
 was necessary for statesmen, particularly those favouring action which
 might lead to hostilities, to justify their policy in normal terms.

 (ii) Economic aspirations
 As the so-called "workshop of the world", mid-Victorian Britain was at
 the centre of a global economic system, importing raw materials and
 foodstuffs, exporting manufactured goods and coal, financing overseas
 developments, and providing services as a shipper, insurer and com
 modity-dealer. She had by this stage abandoned her previously successful
 mercantilist policy in favour of one based upon the calculation that Britain
 would gain the predominant share of an unlimited and ever-increasing
 world wealth through the free interchange of goods. Whilst this had many
 economic advantages, it also meant that she was, more than most other
 countries, a 'hostage' to the international boom. Any disruption of trade,
 whether by a temporary slump or, worse still, war, affected her economy
 more than those of her more protectionist neighbours. This basic situation
 did not alter by the turn of the century, when such states as the U.S.A.
 and Germany were overtaking Britain industrially, for she still maintained
 her dominance in 'invisibles'; and this trade was even more vulnerable to
 the collapse of the world economy (as was shown in 1929-33) than that in

 i. See especially the strong criticism of this feature in C. Barnett, The Collapse of British
 Power (London, 1972), pp. 20 ff.
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 1976 BRITISH FOREIGN POLICY, 1865-1939 197
 'visibles', many of which could be disposed of domestically behind tariff

 walls. Most British statesmen were well aware that war would inevitably
 mean a reduction in exports, an increase in imports, a decrease in invisible
 earnings, and losses of manpower, shipping, etc. The preservation of
 peace was, for an economy such as Britain's (but not, say, for that of Nazi
 Germany), a vital national interest.

 Furthermore, the relative industrial decline of Britain from the 1870s
 onwards meant that she had an ever-harder task in adjusting ends to
 means: that is to say, her national wealth was increasing too slowly to pay
 both for expensive social and economic reforms at home and for the 'fire
 insurance' of large defence forces in an uncertain world. An expensive
 arms-race with some foreign power, in addition to increasing the risk of
 eventual hostilities, also exacerbated this dilemma. For such a budgetary
 reason alone, British governments could normally be relied upon to seek
 to end an arms-race by diplomatic means, and thus to reduce defence
 spending.

 (iii) Britain*s global position
 In contrast to the other Great Powers, Britain had interests in every part
 of the world. Even in the post-1815 period, when the Royal Navy's
 supremacy and the concentration of her rivals upon internal affairs made
 Britain more secure than ever before or since, her statesmen had to take
 into account their multifarious national obligations and could not devote
 all their attention or energies to one region. By the later nineteenth
 century, when other Powers were challenging the Royal Navy's mastery
 of the seas, when land power (in the form of mass armies, strategical
 railways, etc.) was gaining ground in relation to sea power, and when
 many more dangers to Britain's imperial position were arising, the govern
 ment was beginning to perceive with alarm the increasing gap between
 the country's strength and its commitments. The British Empire was
 becoming, to use Liddell Hart's later expression, the greatest example of
 strategical over-extension in history. If all this tended to compel the
 government increasingly to consider which regions had priority and in
 which it might be necessary to give way gracefully, the simple existence
 of multifold dangers and obligations could occasionally 'paralyse'
 decision-making, for it was appreciated that if Britain concentrated too
 much in one region, she would have no strength to protect the others.
 Whether she clung on in all regions or escaped from some, her stretched
 global position was an enormously powerful reason for compromise with
 other states and for the pacific settlement of disputes with them - as,
 indeed, the government's defence and foreign policy advisers frequently
 pointed out.1

 (iv) The domestic situation

 The steady extension of the franchise from 1867 onwards made politicians
 i. On the influence of economic and strategical factors upon Britain's world position after

 1815, see P. M. Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of British Naval Mastery (London, 1976), pp. 149 ff.
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 I98 THE TRADITION OF APPEASEMENT IN October
 increasingly aware of the factor of 'public opinion', whether expressed by

 mass-circulation papers and interest-groups or by electoral results; and
 although the public could be excited upon a point of national honour or
 moral wrong, it was generally recognized as disliking wars, especially
 expensive ones, and as being a brake upon a belligerent foreign policy.

 Moreover, the electorate was ever more reluctant to deny itself social and
 economic reforms in deference to a large defence budget. The declaration
 of war had, therefore, to be 'popular'. In addition, the continuous need to
 introduce constitutional, social and economic reforms to reflect the
 changing demands and balance within this ever-widening body politic
 was seen by most politicians as being their most vital task if they wished
 to stay in office. All but a few concentrated upon home affairs and regarded
 foreign complications as distractions which had to be settled as expedi
 tiously and painlessly as possible.

 To sum up, there were always such motives, moral, economic, strategic
 and domestic, operating in the public consciousness and prompting
 British governments from the mid-nineteenth century onwards to favour
 a foreign policy which was, with rare exceptions (e.g. 1878, 1911), prag
 matic, conciliatory and reasonable. It was a policy predicated upon the
 assumption that, provided national interests were not too deleteriously
 affected, the peaceful settlement of disputes was much more to Britain's
 advantage than recourse to war. It was not merely in the 1930s, therefore,
 that "Peace as National Interest" is a valid description of Britain's overall
 strategy.1

 But precisely because this policy was pragmatic, a compromise, a
 peculiar mixture of morality and calculated national interest, it attracted
 criticism from two groups who, from their opposing points of view,
 advocated different conceptions of the bases upon which British foreign
 policy should be constructed. The first was the 'Left' or the 'Idealists',
 both inexact terms but used here to describe that strong 'dissenter'
 tradition in British foreign policy, i.e. the Cobdenite, "Little Englander"
 or later neo-Marxist viewpoint, which disliked overseas wars and en
 tanglements as immoral, a drain upon the economy, a diversion from
 social reforms and a devious way of propping up an obsolete aristocratic
 or capitalistic system.2 Although in many ways this attitude was
 similar to that analysed in the 'model' above, it was more extreme and
 doctrinaire, and the Left was swift to criticize if it felt that the government

 was deviating from the straight and narrow paths : witness the Cobdenite
 isolationists' disapproval of any form of European entanglement even if it
 was advocated by Gladstone on behalf of the Concert of Europe; the
 criticism of Grey's foreign policy when it failed to secure a reconciliation
 with Germany; and the disapproval of post-1919 administrations for not

 i. G. Niedhart, 'Friede als nationales Interesse: Grossbritannien in der Vorgeschichte des
 Zweiten Weltkriegs', Neue Politische Literatur, 17 (1972), pp. 451-70.

 2. A. J. P. Taylor, The Trouble Makers. Dissent over Foreign Policy 1J92-1939 (London, 1969
 edn.); P. M. Kennedy, idealists and Realists: British Views of Germany 1864-1939', Trans
 actions of the Royal Historical Society, 5 th series, 25 (1975), pp. 137-56.
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 fully embracing the ideals of the League of Nations. The realities of power,
 the constraints upon statesmen in office, the natural impetus towards
 'continuity' in foreign policy, and the need felt even by radical-Liberal and
 Labour administrations to balance what was ideal with what was
 practicable, was rarely a problem for this group.

 On the other side of the political spectrum was the 'Right' or the
 'Realists', again an unsatisfactory term but used here to describe those who
 felt that the idea of a world living in permanent harmony was Utopian,
 that might rather than right had usually had more influence upon inter
 national affairs, and that the government should not flinch from the use
 of armed force to defend national honour and interests.1 This group rarely
 found the armed services adequate for all the country's obligations, was
 less prone to accept the assurances of foreign statesmen, regarded its own
 Left as being unrealistic or even traitorous, and expected to have most
 influence when a Conservative government was in office, although it was
 also willing to criticize its own party leaders for being too ready to
 compromise and conciliate.

 The complete 'model', then, sees not only a basically pragmatic and
 reasonable tradition in British foreign policy since 1865, but also the
 existence of two non-governmental sentiments, one favouring more
 "Appeasement" and the other less. It is a crude outline, and in reality the
 pattern varies, at least in its emphases, from one period to the next; but a
 brief examination of the course of British foreign policy since that date
 suggests that it might indeed be graced with the title of a "tradition".

 The tradition established, 186J-1914

 The year 1865 is significant here, of course, because it was not until
 Palmerston's death - and as a reaction to his internal and external policies -
 that his successors were able to initiate the tradition described above.
 Under Gladstone in particular, they adopted, firstly, a strategy of internal
 "Appeasement", by which is meant that broad series of reforms in the
 structures of government so that they were more in line with the economic
 developments and social demands of the day; hence, following Disraeli's
 1867 Reform Act came the sweeping changes in the army, education, civil
 service, Irish disestablishment, etc. instituted by the Liberals. Further

 more, they also executed a policy of external "Appeasement", both as a
 corollary to their domestic reforms and because the Schleswig-Holstein
 affair had exposed the limitations of Britain's ability to intervene on the
 continent. This disengagement did not mean pure isolationism, but it did
 increase the government's preference for rational and peaceful solutions
 to international problems, the best examples here being Clarendon's
 attempts to secure mutual armed force reductions in Europe, with argu
 ments based upon morality and political economy; the endeavours to

 i. Ibid.; and J. R. Jones, 'England', in H. Rogger and E. Weber (ed.), The European Right.
 A Historical Profile (Bsrkeley/Los Angeles, 1965), pp. 29 if.
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 200 THE TRADITION OF APPEASEMENT IN October

 persuade both France and Prussia to respect Belgian neutrality; and the
 agreement to abide by the Alabama tribunal's findings (a decision which
 Bismarck for one thought a sign of weakness and decadence).1

 As a consequence of the above, the government was criticized by the
 Left for getting entangled in European diplomacy, whereas the reaction
 from the Right was to display alarm at what it claimed was a policy of
 national weakness. Indeed, the pacific, cautious, mild-mannered handling
 of foreign affairs by Gladstone's first administration gave Disraeli the
 chance to secure for the Tories the patriotic 'card' which the Liberals had
 discarded after the death of Palmerston. In Disraeli's view, Britain should
 have had more say in the outcome of the Franco-Prussian war, should not
 have allowed Russia to abrogate unilaterally the Black Sea clauses of 18 5 6,
 and should not have permitted the Dominions to sever their ties with the
 home-country.2 When in office, therefore, he demonstrated that mixture
 of assertiveness and concern which permeated his Crystal Palace speech,
 and deliberately - one might say, artificially - sought to adopt a muscular,
 non-appeaser stance (in the Eastern Crisis, the defence of India, the
 purchase of Suez Canal shares, a forward policy in West Africa, Zululand/
 Transvaal, and Afghanistan), all of which played into the hands of
 Gladstone in the latter's Midlothian campaign, the speeches of which, in
 their attitude to other states, were not far removed from those used by
 British statesmen in the 1920s and 1930s.

 Gladstone's second administration represented, therefore, a deliberate
 attempt to return to what he believed was the traditional moral and
 pragmatic basis of British policy when it was not being "debauched" by
 people like Palmerston and Disraeli. Encouragement was given to the
 concept of the "Concert of Europe" (as opposed to the Bismarckian
 concept of power-blocs), and to the resolution of international problems
 through the friendly co-operation of the Great Powers; a retreat was made
 from Disraelian adventures in South Africa and Afghanistan; and this
 overall attitude of avoiding trouble and seeking a reasonable compromise
 with the demands of others could be seen in India (under Ripon's vice
 royalty), in Ireland (the Land Act, Arrears Act and Liberal co-operation
 with Parnell) and at home (the third Reform Bill, and other reforms
 designed to accommodate the aspirations of the working-classes).

 This policy of sweet reasonableness again ran into problems, however,
 in a world still unconverted to Gladstonian principles, and the govern

 ment felt itself compelled by events to occupy Egypt (to restore order),
 to extend the colonial empire (as a defensive measure against Franco

 i. See especially, K. Hildebrand, ' "British Interests" als Staatsr?son', Mitteilungen der
 Gesellschaft der Freunde der Universit?t Mannheim e.V., Jahrgang 22, Heft 2 (1973); idem., 'Von
 der Reichseinigung zur "Krieg-in-Sicht" Krise. Preussen-Deutschland als Faktor der britischen
 Aussenpolitik 1866-75', in M. St?rmer (ed.), Das kaiserliche Deutschland. Politik und Gesellschaft
 1870-1918 (D?sseldorf, 1970).

 2. W. E. Mosse, 'Public Opinion and Foreign Policy: The British Public and the War
 Scare of November 1870', Historical fournal, vi (1963), pp. 38 ff.; and C. C. Eldridge, England's

 Mission. The Imperial Idea in the Age of Gladstone and Disraeli 1868-1880 (London, 1973).
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 I976 BRITISH FOREIGN POLICY, 1865-1939 201
 German annexations in 1884-5), and to take a harder line in Ireland (again,
 to restore order). But a detailed study of even these actions reveals men
 earnestly struggling to solve political problems on a rational and ethical
 basis. Predictably enough, their compromises were attacked on the one
 hand by the Radicals for not going far enough on the domestic side and
 for going too far over Egypt; and, on the other hand, by the Conservative
 opposition, the Whigs and the increasingly nervous middle-class intel
 lectuals for going too far with internal reforms and not far enough in the
 defence of foreign and imperial interests and in the maintenance of mari
 time supremacy. "Appeasement" in Ireland, i.e. Gladstone's conversion
 to Home Rule, brought much of this latter feeling to a head and led to the
 Liberal downfall.1

 Even in the period 1886-1914 (which can be treated as one because of
 the emphasis given then to 'continuity' in British foreign policy), the
 tradition may still be said to have been maintained, despite such mani
 festations to the contrary as the Boer War, the reconquest of the Sudan
 and the Fashoda confrontation, naval races with France and Russia and
 later with Germany, and patriotic press agitations. For, when one examines
 the broad trends in British foreign policy in these three decades, and
 especially the workings of the "Official Mind", there is a strong case for
 arguing that the basic pattern, although upset by displays of bellicosity
 and somewhat lacking in the moral aspect of appeasement, remained
 the same.

 In particular, the background factors affecting the formulation of policy
 intensified in these years. Domestically, politicians were having to respond

 more and more to democracy's demand for reforms in education, the Poor
 Law, national insurance and pensions, and thus the question of "guns or
 butter" was being increasingly posed by the rival parties. Moreover, with
 the steady rise of a Labour Party per se, both Liberals and Conservatives
 recognized that they would have to tilt their electoral appeals more than
 ever to the "working man". On occasion a patriotic appeal would work
 (e.g. the 1900 election) but that was a short-lived and risky platform (as the
 1906 election showed), and it would be fair to say that the growth of
 democracy favoured the 'Left' unless Conservatives were flexible enough
 to modify their principles and to make themselves attractive electorally to

 more than the middle classes. But all this meant that extreme caution had

 to be exercised over questions involving peace or war, and that the
 pressure upon financial resources intensified, defence budgets especially
 being a source of continual political controversy.2 Worse still, it was in
 these years that Britain's relative world position openly showed a decline

 i. J. Roach, 'Liberalism and the Victorian Intelligentsia', Cambridge Historical Journal, xiii
 (1957), pp. 58-81 ; P. Marshall, 'The Imperial Factor in the Liberal Decline, 1880-1885', in
 Perspectives of Empire. Essays presented to Gerald S. Graham [J. E. Flint and G. Williams (ed.)],
 (London, 1973), pp. 136-47.

 2. G. W. Monger, The End of Isolation. British Foreign Policy 1900-1907 (London, 1963),
 pp. 8-14; H. V. Emy, 'The Impact of Financial Policy on English Party Politics before 1914',
 Historical Journal, xv (1972), pp. 103 ff.
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 202 THE TRADITION OF APPEASEMENT IN October

 occurring in industrial, commercial, colonial, naval and military terms.
 By the turn of the century, with such acute problems arising as those in
 South Africa, the Western Hemisphere, the Mediterranean and Near East,
 the approaches to India, and in China, with Britain eclipsed by newer
 states in steel, chemical and electrical production, with defence expendi
 tures at new heights (despite the Navy proposing to abandon the "Two
 Power" standard and the Army's deficiencies exposed by the Boer War),
 there was a great deal of truth in Joseph Chamberlain's description of the
 "Weary Titan, staggering under the too vast orb of his own fate".1

 Secondly, the long-term pattern of foreign policy in this period was to
 solve problems by 'appeasing'. Faced with all these difficulties, British
 policy was bound to incline towards a reduction of commitments, the
 elimination of antagonisms, and the avoidance of confrontations which
 might lead to war, especially with a Great Power. Relations with the
 expanding United States furnish the best example here.2 War with such a
 fellow Anglo-Saxon country was regarded as particularly immoral and
 'unnatural'; it would also be a disaster economically; it would give
 Britain's other rivals their opportunity elsewhere in the world; and the
 defence advisers were pessimistic as to its eventual outcome for the
 British Empire. Whether one emphasized the negative or the positive
 motives, everything pointed to a policy of "Appeasement", which was in
 fact carried out. Washington's right to interfere in the Venezuela/British
 Guiana dispute was recognized; Britain abandoned her half "share" in the
 future isthmian canal; Canada was given little support over the Alaskan
 boundary quarrel once London felt that Roosevelt was serious in his
 threats of action; and British naval and military forces were withdrawn
 from the Western Hemisphere, which became uncontestably an American
 sphere of influence.
 Even the intractable question of Anglo-German relations after 1906

 was not attended without frequent attempts at reconciliation which bear
 comparison with those of the 1930s. Hopes were placed in international
 agreements (the Hague Conferences) to reduce the burden of armaments.

 When this failed, proposals were made for bilateral arms reductions, such
 as Churchill's "naval holiday" idea. Colonial concessions in the Middle
 East and Africa were suggested to Germany, in recognition for her claim
 for a fairer share of the world's raw materials. Binding military guarantees
 to France were avoided, lest this provoke controversy. Haldane's mission
 to Berlin in 1912 was a forerunner of frequent journeys by British states
 men there in the 1930s. And Anglo-German friendship societies, stressing
 common cultural and political ties, were set up and flourished. The size of
 the German fleet, and the prospect of a German defeat of France and the
 Low Countries, could never be ignored by London and ruled out any
 declaration of disinterest in what Berlin did; yet the natural response of
 the British government was to try to solve matters of dispute by com

 i. Kennedy, British Naval Mastery, op. cit. p. 220 and passim.
 2. See B. Perkins, The Great Rapprochement (London, 1969).
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 promise, rational discussion and mutual understanding, thereby avoiding
 the dreadful toll in men and material which the outbreak of a great war
 would bring. Between 1912 and 1914, the years of the so-called "detente"
 in Anglo-German relations, it appeared that this policy was paying off.1
 Once again, too, the policy of pragmatic compromise attracted criticism

 from the Left and the Right. To the former, the British government's
 diplomacy still involved the country far too heavily in the game of power
 politics, it diverted attention and funds from domestic affairs, and it
 encouraged the jingos. When relations with France or the United States
 or Russia were poor, a settlement of differences (usually at Britain's
 expense, despite the emphasis upon mutual goodwill and tolerance) was
 favoured; when Germany was the problem, it was urged that concessions
 should be made to her, the navy budget should be cut as a gesture of good
 faith, and no entangling commitments should be made with Germany's
 foes. The ideals of "Peace, Retrenchment, Reform" made the Left un
 alterably opposed to foreign commitments and impatient when Liberal
 governments displayed too much caution and reserve in executing foreign
 policy along the lines of these high-minded principles.2

 For the Right, visibly alarmed not only at domestic developments but
 at the obvious signs of Britain's steady decline as a world power, the exact
 opposite was true. What they sought was an end to this policy of retreat,
 an indication that Britain would no longer be 'pushed around', a rejection
 of Left-wing policies which led to the disintegration and decay of the
 Empire, the United Kingdom and British society itself, and a thorough
 going plan to counter all this by the regeneration of the whole body
 politic.3 And if Liberal administrations were most frequently the target,
 this did not mean that Conservative governments escaped unscathed: the
 Salisbury/Balfour administration of 1895/1905 was criticized, for example,
 for failing to protect British interests in China, for being too 'soft' towards
 France over Fashoda, for neglecting the maintenance of British naval
 supremacy, for the pathetic performance of the army during the Boer War,
 and for co-operating with Germany over Venezuela and Baghdad Railway
 matters.

 The tradition continued, 1919-38

 In view of the above, is it not valid to argue that the now infamous
 "Appeasement" of the unsatisfied nations (especially Germany) in the
 inter-war years was to a very large extent a revival of older habits, the
 differences being ones of degree and not kind? Only in the very late
 stages of this era, it seems, does the pattern break down and the policy of
 "Appeasement" come to be regarded as something shameful.

 i. K. Robbins, Sir Edward Grey (London, 1971), pp. 125 fF.
 2. Taylor, op. cit. cap. 4; A. J. A. Morris, Radicalism against War, 1906-1914. The Advocacy

 of Peace and Retrenchment (London, 1972).
 3. B. Semmel, Imperialism and Social Reform (London, i960); Kennedy, 'Idealists and

 Realists', op. cit. pp. 142-7.
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 The moral overtones which permeated post-1919 attitudes towards
 international affairs, for example, were pure Gladstonism, reinforced
 rather than diluted through their recent articulation by an American
 statesman, Woodrow Wilson, himself a life-long admirer of Gladstone.1
 The entire League of Nations idea was mid-nineteenth-century inter
 nationalism writ large, and it is therefore quite predictable that, of all the
 Great Powers, Britain should have been the most enthusiastic about the
 ideals of Geneva. The pacific settlement of all disputes, the rule of law
 rather than the rule of force, the condemnation of those old-fashioned and
 dangerous patriotic sentiments, the turning of swords into ploughshares
 and, above all, the belief in the sanctity and efficacy of an international
 "public opinion", which would deter aggressors by moral suasion alone,
 were parts of this tradition, now raised to new heights by the Union of
 Democratic Control, the League of Nations Union, the Liberal and
 Labour parties, the National Peace Council, the Peace Pledge Union and
 all the smaller groups which grew up and flourished in the inter-year
 wars.2 Equally "Gladstonian", and of particular importance in the
 appeasement of Germany, was the concept of national self-determination.

 What was claimed for the Saarland, the Rhineland, Austria and the
 Sudetenland in the 1930s, the right of the majority to decide their own
 political future, was similar to that which the Grand Old Man had claimed
 for the Italians, the Boers, the Afghans and the Bulgars in the 1850s and
 1870s. The disastrous course of the Great War, which had exposed the
 consequences of international jealousies, arms-races, secret diplomacy,
 imperialism and the like, had made the British public more receptive than
 ever before to the politics of moral enthusiasm and international amity,
 and the general intellectual climate (at least, if measured by the anti-war
 literature of Graves, Owen, Blunden and others, the 'revisionist' histories
 on the War Guilt question, the creation of the Left Book Club) mirrored
 and increased this awareness.3

 The economic motives for "Appeasement" were, if anything, even more
 compelling, compared with Gladstone's time, than the moral ones. The
 traditional Victorian economy, as Hobsbawm puts it, "crashed into ruins
 between the two world wars"; it not only ceased to grow, it actually
 contracted for a while.4 The world-wide slump after 1929 caused many
 already-struggling industries to collapse, unemployment to rise alarm
 ingly, investment to shrink, protectionism to flourish, Britain's invisible
 earnings to contract even more rapidly than her trade in visibles, and (in
 1933) the beginnings of a balance-of-payments problem. It did not, how
 ever, alter the economic orthodoxy of the Treasury, which insisted upon

 i. Ibid. pp. 149-50; J. M. Blum, Woodrow Wilson and the Politics of Morality (Boston, 1956).
 2. M. C. Pugh, British Public Opinion and Collective Security 1926-1936 (Ph.D. thesis, Univer

 sity of East Anglia, 1975); Barnett, op. cit. pp. 237 if.
 3. Ibid, especially pp. 420-35; Taylor, op. cit., cap. 4; P. M. Kennedy, 'The Decline of

 Nationalistic History in the West 1900-1970', Journal of Contemporary History, viii (1973),
 pp. 92-93.

 4. E. Hobsbawm, Industry and Empire (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1969), p. 207.
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 reductions in public expenditure as the first step to counter the crisis.
 Given the contemporary political and ideological scenario, defence spend
 ing was the obvious victim - a decision which, however justifiable in the
 harmonious atmosphere of Locarno, appeared more questionable in the
 threatening circumstances of the 1930s. Yet, even when the Ten-Year
 Rule was abandoned in 1932 and the Empire's many defence deficiencies
 were being catalogued, it was simply not possible for Britain to re-arm as
 quickly as the military experts wished. A host of recent studies has
 illustrated the dreadful dilemma in which the British government found
 itself after 1935 ; between a heavy rearmament programme which might
 possibly give security but which would ruin the economy (the "fourth
 arm of defence", as Inskip put it) ; and a less ambitious programme which,
 whilst avoiding financial ruin, left Britain appallingly weak in military
 terms. It was a dilemma not solved until 1941 (if then) by the creation of
 Lend-Lease, but throughout the 1930s it provided one of the most
 powerful arguments for the pacific settlement of overseas disputes.1

 The same could be said of the global/strategic motive for "Appeasement",
 which is clearly related with the economic one. As a Foreign Office
 memorandum of 1926, listing all of Britain's obligations, put it: "We
 have got all that we want - perhaps more. Our sole object is to keep what
 we have and to live in peace."2 But this was easier said than done when
 there were so many others in the world who sought a change in the status
 quo. In the post-1919 years a weakened Britain already faced problems in
 attempting to 'appease' the demands of Irish, Indian, Egyptian and
 Palestine nationalists on the one hand, and the desire by the Dominions
 for greater autonomy on the other; but the almost-simultaneous rise of
 threats from Japan, Italy and Germany - and all this at a time when the
 United States was in an isolationist mood, many of the Dominions
 desirous of following suit, Russia an unpredictable and possibly malevolent
 factor, and France ridden by an unattractive mixture of obstinacy and
 fear - created an impossible gulf between Britain's global obligations and
 her capacity to fulfil them.3 Hence the warning - one of many - of the
 Chiefs of Staff in December 1937:

 We cannot foresee the time when our defence forces will be strong enough to
 safeguard our trade, territory and vital interests against Germany, Italy and
 Japan at the same time. . . . We cannot exaggerate the importance from the
 point of view of Imperial Defence of any political or international action which
 could be taken to reduce the number of our potential enemies and to gain the
 support of potential allies.4

 i. Barnett, op. cit. especially pp. 12-14, 564; M. Howard, The Continental Commitment
 (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1974), pp. 97 ff.

 2. Cited in W. N. Medlicott, British Foreign Policy since Versailles 1919-1963 (London, 1968
 edn.), p. xvi.

 3. Barnett's details, in Collapse of British Power, pp. 342 ff., are very informative here.
 4. H. Pelling, Britain and the Second World War (London, 1970), pp. 22-23; Howard, op. cit.

 pp.118-20.
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 As Michael Howard has observed, what in effect the Chiefs of Staff were

 asking for was a repetition of Lansdowne's post-1900 feat of settling
 Britain's defence problems in the Far East, Western Hemisphere, Mediter
 ranean, Africa and India; that is, "to extricate the country, by diplomatic
 manoeuvre, from the prospect of a conflict against a combination of
 adversaries which in their professional judgment could not be sustained."1
 Nevertheless, it might also be added that, as the crisis in British world
 policy developed throughout the 1930s, so correspondingly did the alarm
 at the country's manifest defence weaknesses and the dread at the losses
 and horrors which war would bring slowly begin to dominate the con
 sciousness of both Neville Chamberlain's government and the people at
 large. The much-publicized expansion of the "Luftwaffe, and the dawning
 realization that British cities were no longer invulnerable to the direct
 effects of war, introduced a factor which had never existed in the days of
 the Pax Britannica. In other words, the negative rather than positive motives
 for "Appeasement" were coming to the fore - and thereby encouraging
 the notion that the policy was a craven surrender to threats rather than
 the wise and rational application of moral principles. It is doubtful,
 however, whether this was the general view of "Appeasement" before the
 Munich crisis.

 If the strategical grounds for "Appeasement" were enhanced in the
 inter-war years, so, too, were the domestic political reasons. As I have argued
 elsewhere,

 the 1920s mark the real end of that long era in which Britain's policies were
 decided by a select group of aristocrats, country squires and men of commerce,
 who argued without much concern for the views of the masses about the
 'national interest' and who usually displayed a wish to preserve that interest
 energetically, if need be by armed force; and the real beginning of the period
 when the attitude of the majority of the population in regard to improved
 social services - pensions, insurance, health, education, etc. - was to be the

 most influential factor of all in the success or failure of governments.2

 Nor was the "impact of Labour" as the central feature in British politics
 confined to the early 1920s alone.3 With this uncertain domestic scene,
 and with a public opinion psychologically scarred by the First World

 War, sympathetic to the internationalist/pacifist ideals propagated by the
 League of Nations Union and other antimilitarist groups, and quite
 failing to see the need for large defence forces or a vigorous foreign
 policy when the "war to end all wars" had just finished, governments,
 even those with traditional sympathies for the preservation of British
 power abroad, had to respond to survive electorally. As Baldwin (then
 Chancellor of the Exchequer) put it in 1923, defence expenditure had to
 be cut, otherwise

 i. Ibid. p. 121.
 2. Kennedy, British Naval Mastery, op. cit. pp. 271 if.
 3. M. Cowling, The Impact of Labour (Cambridge, 1971).
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 the inevitable result will be the stabilisation of taxation at something very near
 to its present level (5J in ?1), the consequence of which may easily be the
 substitution for the present Government of one whose regard for the defence
 Services is not particularly marked.1

 And the same awareness of public opinion, especially when the latter was
 articulated so constantly by 'Idealists' such as Cecil, Angel?, Murray and
 others between the early 1920s and 1936,2 made it impossible for the
 British government to contemplate, say, intervention in the Far East, or
 guarantees to east European states, even had other factors not ruled such
 measures out of order in the first place. Only when the public was swayed
 by moral arguments, such as in the Abyssinian affair, did an opportunity
 arise for abandoning passivity in foreign policy; but even there confusion
 existed over such crucial points as the institution of sanctions, whilst the
 economic and global/strategical factors further suggested a policy of
 caution. In any case, with the Labour party and the Trade Unions making
 known their opposition to a "capitalists' war" - a conflict which only they
 had the privilege of defining - the policy of "Appeasement" appeared to
 be the only feasible one until the domestic political scene altered.

 It was, then, a combination of all the above factors - moral earnestness
 and a desire to avoid war, belief in an international harmony between
 peoples, awareness of Britain's weak economic position and her particular
 dependence upon world peace, concern about her global obligations and
 the inability of her defence forces to fulfil them, and sensitivity to an
 electorate which disliked foreign entanglements, power-politics and ex
 pensive wars - which provides the explanation for Britain's "Appease
 ment" policy. Whether we examine policy towards Japan,3 or Italy,4 or
 Germany itself,5 we can never travel far without encountering these
 familiar features. All that this paper has done is to suggest that, far from
 being a peculiar condition of British foreign policy in the inter-war years,
 the structures of "Appeasement" have had a far longer heritage. It was,
 after all, the natural policy of a Britain steadily losing its dominant role in
 world affairs, steadily becoming democratized, and steadily recognizing
 that, for a mixture of ethical and pragmatic reasons, the conciliatory
 approach in diplomacy was of greater advantage to the country than the
 resort to threats or even to the use of force.

 It was perhaps equally inevitable that the reappearance in heightened
 form of this tradition after 1919 should again provoke criticism from the
 Left and the Right. The constant pressure from 'Idealist' circles has been

 i. Cited in Howard, op. cit. p. 79.
 2. See especially the thesis by Pugh, cited in p. 204, n. 2 above.
 3. C. Thorne, The Limits of Foreign Policy (London, 1972); B. A. Lee, Britain and the Sino

 Japanese War 1937-1939 (Stanford, 1973).
 4. A. J. Marder, 'The Royal Navy and the Ethiopian Crisis of 1935-6', American Historical

 Review, xxv (1970); R. A. C. Parker, 'Great Britain, France and the Ethiopian Crisis, 1935?
 1936', English Historical Review, lxxxiv (1974); F. Hardie, The Abyssinian Crisis (London, 1974).

 5. Gilbert, op. cit.; W. M. Jordan, Great Britain, France and the German Problem 1918-1939
 (London, 1943).
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 alluded to above, has been covered in many studies, and need not be
 repeated in detail here. It is sufficient to recall that their major complaint
 was that the government never went far enough in its reduction of
 armaments, avoidance of foreign entanglements, extirpation of the methods
 of the "Old Diplomacy", support for the ideals of the League of Nations,
 and conversion of the rest of the world to their own enlightened habits of
 mind. The Right has been less well covered,1 perhaps justifiably in a
 period when its concepts about foreign affairs suffered such an eclipse.
 Occasionally it lifted its head - from major items such as the size of the
 navy's cruiser fleets to minor ones such as Kipling's blast against the
 Labour government for seeking to abandon Remembrance Day in 19302 -
 but for many years it appeared as a voice in the wilderness, to be heard
 only among service personnel, the Foreign Office, backbenchers in the
 Tory party and a few editors. Even when, by the mid-i93os, their argu
 ments in favour of increased defences began to elicit more sympathy in
 governmental circles, differences of opinion - as to which of the armed
 services should have priority, or which foreign power was the most
 dangerous - reduced their overall impact; indeed, the more, say, someone
 like Amery emphasized the German threat, the more he was willing to
 see a compromise effected with Italy.3
 Even in this two-sided criticism of "Appeasement", where the Left

 cried "too little" and the Right cried "too much", therefore, we seem to
 find confirmation of the pattern. Yet this time, peculiarly enough, the
 tradition was not going to remain unchanged. By 1938, if not earlier,
 familiar features were being replaced by an unprecedented situation which
 brought the policy of "Appeasement" to an end and contributed to the
 widespread execration of that concept in the popular mind ever since.
 The pattern was breaking up.

 The model breaks

 During all the previous periods that an "Appeasement" policy was being
 implemented by the British government, the criticism from Left and
 Right had tended to cancel each other out; and a Foreign Secretary such
 as Grey could at least console himself with the thought that if his actions
 were being denounced by a radical like Sir John Brunner on the one hand
 and an arch-patriot like Leo Maxse on the other, then they were probably
 the moderate, judicious and sensible policies which the country needed,
 and he should not, therefore, bother to modify them substantially! All
 foreign policy being a compromise between national ideals and the reality
 of world affairs, the only differences occurred between periods (e.g.
 c. 1930) when the pacific aspect was more prominent in public sentiment,

 i. Apart from the brief synopses in Jones, 'England', op. cit. pp. 57-69, and Kennedy?
 'Idealists and Realists', op. cit. pp. 153 ff., see N. Thompson, The Anti-Appeasers (Oxford,
 1971); and fresh but scattered details in M. Cowling, The Impact of Hitler (Cambridge, 1975).

 2. See Kipling's poem in the Daily Telegraph of 3 Nov., 1930, and the leader of that day, as an
 illustration of this sentiment. 3. Cowling, op. cit. p. 122.
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 and those (e.g. c. 1900) when a more vigorous attitude prevailed. For most
 of the inter-war years, the policy of "Appeasement" had received the
 broad support of the Left (even if disappointed at governmental caution),
 and encountered only the muted suspicions and criticism of the Right.
 By the later 1930s, and especially by 1938-9, however, certain changes
 were occurring.

 In the first place, the Right had become much more outspoken and self
 confident in its criticisms, and was beginning to make inroads into the
 parliamentary Conservative party. Secondly, the Left was now abandoning
 its support for "Appeasement" and joining in the attacks upon the
 government's foreign policy, not from the opposite (and therefore,
 counter-balancing) viewpoint as the Right, but from the same (and there
 fore, reinforcing) viewpoint. Moreover, a newer group of Conservative

 M.P.s, crystallizing around Eden, which supported the internationalist
 ideals of the League of Nations abroad and was not so hostile to the
 Labour party at home, was becoming increasingly uneasy at Chamber
 lain's unwillingness to oppose the demands of the dictators. No doubt
 the ideological bases for the attacks from these various groups were
 fundamentally different, but for once their attitude was the same : namely,
 that the "Appeasement" of the dictators, especially Hitler, was a false and
 dangerous policy. For the first time, 'Idealists' and 'Realists' were exerting
 pressure in the same direction and no longer neutralizing each other's
 impact upon the government. This combination, although naturally
 taking some time to become effective, was ultimately fatal for the policy
 of "Appeasement".

 The revival of the criticism of the Right was not in itself a new pheno
 menon: it had also occurred in 1870-2, 1884-6, and 1903-14. The reason
 for the re-occurrence of this phenomenon in the late 1930s is an obvious
 one. The 'Realists' had suppressed their feelings, or had at least not been
 able to ventilate them with any marked effect, in a period when public
 belief in Gladstonian/Wilsonian ideals of international amity and the
 pacific settlement of disputes was so strong. When, however, it could be
 argued that aggression and militarism and nationalism were still rampant
 in the world, that the sentiments of the League of Nations Union clearly
 had little place in the Weltanschauung of the Nazis or the Japanese military,
 that right was an inadequate instrument for settling problems unless
 ultimately supported by might, and that the British Empire itself was now
 perilously exposed to danger unless it showed that it was determined to
 defend itself and its allies, the position of the Right no longer looked so
 old-fashioned. This is not to say that Chamberlain was in much danger
 from this development before Munich, perhaps before Prague; he
 dominated his own Cabinet, had an immense hold upon the Conservative
 party, and a large majority in the Commons. Nevertheless, the rather
 desultory "anti-appeaser" voices of Churchill, Amery, Lloyd, Keyes,
 Spears, were already receiving reinforcements in the course of 1938,
 especially with the exit of Eden and Duff Cooper; and when Prague

 14
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 revealed that their predictions had been "right" all along, their influence
 increased enormously amongst Tory backbenchers and such important
 journalists as Garvin. Still, this was not a large grouping, nor was it
 coherent while Eden kept his more 'idealist' and middle-of-the-road
 Tories at a distance from Churchill1; and the obvious counter-move for a
 government under attack from the Right was to lean towards the Left in
 the expectation of getting at least tactical support from that quarter. By
 the time of Munich, however, support for "Appeasement" from the Left
 was no longer as forthcoming as hitherto, and shortly afterwards it was
 to disappear altogether. This was the most remarkable and important
 change of all.

 Traditionally, the Left had advocated conciliation, compromise, a dis
 avowal of overseas commitments, an abjuration of power-politics and
 military actions. This did not mean, however, that it favoured "Appease
 ment" to all peoples all of the time. Admittedly, much of the anti-war senti
 ment of the 1920s and 1930s came from Quaker and Christian-pacifist
 circles, which opposed the use of arms under any circumstances; but there
 were also those Socialists who argued that, whilst support for a
 "Capitalists' war" was wrong, a struggle on behalf of the working-classes
 of Europe was perfectly justified. There were others who, like Cecil and
 Davies, had recognized that world affairs still required an "armed police
 man" to preserve order but felt that this should be carried out, not by the
 nation-states, but by an international force. Finally, there was that large,
 assorted, liberal-ethical sentiment which, although disapproving of the
 resort to force, also came to see that the weak needed to be protected from
 the strong. The road to this conversion was long and arduous, accom
 panied by much soul-searching, and attended by an early disbelief in other
 countries not being actuated by internationalist principles, by a conviction
 that the British government must in some way be responsible for the
 grievances of foreigners, and by the assumption that all such complaints
 could be rationally and fairly settled around a conference-table without
 any resort to war. At most other times in recent history, such beliefs
 might have been preserved, if occasionally shaken; but in the brutal and
 cynical world of Fascist dictatorships, this was not possible. What
 Japanese, Italian and especially German policy did was to undermine and
 discredit the previous arguments of the Left in favour of "Appeasement",
 and to turn it against a British government which still pursued that course
 of action. The moral basis of "Appeasement" was bound to collapse when
 a foreign policy of inaction and/or acquiescence meant that high ideals
 were being flouted, international guarantees and territorial boundaries
 ignored, and civil liberties and democratic rights brutally suppressed.
 Under such circumstances, a pro-German policy was tantamount to
 "aiding and abetting" Fascism. "Appeasement" became, not a positive,
 progressive policy but a negative, detestable one.

 i. Cowling, op. cit. confirms the findings of Thompson's The Anti-Appeasers in this respect.
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 Thus, the Left's commitment to the Republican cause in the Spanish

 Civil War, the Trade Unions' reaction to the suppression of their German
 opposite numbers, the decision to cease voting against the defence
 estimates, the advocacy of alliances with anti-Fascist states in Europe,
 were all indications of such a trend, although to describe it as such is to
 play down how confused and equivocal it was. The slow, halting con
 version of the Left from an attitude of pro-"Appeasement" and non
 entanglement to one of opposition to Neville Chamberlain's policies has
 been well covered of late.1 What is significant for our purposes is the way
 it broke the pattern of "Appeasement", because it meant that the pressure
 from dissenting Conservatives and the Labour opposition was, in this
 matter at least, identical. It is no doubt true, as Maurice Cowling has
 shown,2 that foreign policy events in the 1930s could be used by Chamber
 lain to bolster his domestic political position, and by his critics to under

 mine it; but it was not until the latter had found a common cause of
 complaint that the Prime Minister's strong situation was likely to be
 seriously affected. The 'model' that had been working since 1865 without

 much basic alteration in structure (except, of course, 1914-18) was now
 breaking down, partly because Hitler's own actions were discrediting
 "Appeasement", and partly because of the unholy alliance which was being
 formed amongst Chamberlain's critics.

 At Munich both sides were still launching separate attacks upon the
 government, although during the Commons debate which followed the
 Conservative anti-appeasers were in touch with Dalton to see if they could
 co-ordinate their tactics. In the next few months, the signs grew more
 obvious: under which other circumstances would the left-wing papers
 have praised Duff Cooper, Churchill and Nicolson, or renowned anti
 Communists suggested an alliance with Stalin?3 Moreover, although it
 can be argued that a full-blooded co-operation remained impossible while
 all these politicians did not wish to commit themselves fully to their
 strange new bedfellows, there is no doubt that, after the Spring of 1939
 at least, Chamberlain was on the defensive and backing away from the
 rapidly-growing force of anti-"Appeasement" feeling. In this, he found
 himself in an ever-deteriorating situation, for the economic and global/
 strategical reasons for avoiding war had not altered - if anything, they
 had increased; and Hitler, by all his post-Munich actions, was steadily
 undermining the "peace with honour" claims of Chamberlain and
 indicating that more would be demanded in the future. Yet the Prime

 Minister knew (or it was soon made known to him) that more could not
 be given. The year 1939 represents the period when the external pressures
 exerted by Hitler, and the internal pressures exerted by the anti
 "Appeasers", overwhelmed the Downing Street strategy of keeping
 Britain out of a European war.

 i. See especially, J. F. Naylor, Labour's International Policy (London, 1969).
 2. Cowling, passim.
 3. Kennedy, 'Idealists and Realists', op. cit. pp. 154 ff.
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 The change of tone by the government in the two days following the
 German seizure of Prague - from the complacent statements of Simon,
 Halifax and Chamberlain himself on 15 March to the latter's sterner
 warnings of the 17th1 - was symptomatic of what one might term the new
 'pattern' of events : one characterized by the efforts of Chamberlain and
 his close associates to maintain their previous policy of securing a general
 and lasting agreement with Hitler, and by a reluctant retreat from this
 position because so many shades of British opinion refused any longer to
 tolerate it. Discussion with the Germans might continue in secret through
 out the Spring and Summer of 1939; but in public the government now
 had to show that it was being firm rather than conciliatory, that it recog
 nized the need to back up right with might, that the European balance-of
 power was not an anachronism but a vital British interest, that military
 guarantees should be given to European countries which desired them,
 and - the hardest pill of all to swallow - that it was willing to approach
 the 'pariah' state of Russia with a view to an alliance. In other words,
 Chamberlain was still hoping that a policy of "Appeasement" would work,
 although at the same time taking measures in case it did not.2 It was not,
 in the eyes of his critics and of the public at large, a particularly con
 vincing performance.

 All that the late Summer crisis over Poland did, therefore, was to
 produce the final example of the new 'pattern' of actions and reactions.
 Hitler had presented the British and French governments with yet another
 violent fait accompli; and their immediate - and, one suspects, most
 deeply-felt - response was to prevent this problem from involving their
 countries in war if at all possible.3 But this was not to be. The two days of
 public pressure put upon Chamberlain, far greater than that of March
 1939, forced him reluctantly to go to war. The Left insisted upon it, the
 dissenting Tories clamoured for it, the Conservative backbenchers now
 also wanted it, and even a Cabinet which had probably been the most
 docile this century to its Prime Minister's wishes, felt that it could no
 longer be avoided. By the evening of 2 September 1939, Chamberlain was
 virtually isolated, his supporters falling away on all sides, and the Left
 and the Right combining openly in their Commons speeches against him.

 And yet, his policy, now so widely execrated, was the continuation of a
 tradition established three-quarters of a century earlier; was the one which
 formerly had been so popular in the public mind ; was the "middle ground",
 so secure against the impracticalities of Left and Right; and was the means
 by which Chamberlain was planning to bolster up his domestic position
 and to carry out Britain's financial recovery and political stabilization. By

 i. A. J. P. Taylor, The Origins of the Second World War (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1964),
 pp. 250-4.

 2. British policy in 1939 is covered in Taylor, op. cit. pp. 244 ff.; M. Gilbert and R. Gott,
 The Appeasers (London, 1969 edn.), pp. 199 if.; I. Colvin, The Chamberlain Cabinet (London,
 1972), pp. 177-259; R. Parkinson, Peace for Our Time (London, 1971), pp. 89-226; S. Aster,
 1939: The Making of the Second World War (London, 1973), passim.

 3. Gilbert and Gott, op. cit. pp. 301-26.
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 1939, far from the middle ground being safe, it was being undermined and
 sinking fast, with everyone seeking to get away from it. It still remains
 surprising that Chamberlain, by all accounts a skilful political tactician,
 allowed this to happen. Partly it was because of his genuine loathing of
 war, and desire not to inflict upon Britain any repetition of the horrors of
 1914-18; partly because he had been aloof, had dominated his Cabinet,
 and had therefore rarely encountered anyone with the intellectual equip
 ment and force of personality to challenge his ideas in the central decision
 making body; partly - and this emerges more and more clearly from the
 private letters to his sisters - because he was somewhat vain, intolerant of
 criticism and convinced that he alone possessed the correct qualities to
 steer Britain through this difficult period : he was, therefore, unwilling to
 admit that his policy was mistaken until war was actually declared, and he
 never repented of his actions at Munich.

 Finally, it is worth arguing that Chamberlain never perceived that
 "Appeasement" in itself was not a political absolute. Normally, it was true,
 considerations of morality, economy, global strategy and domestic affairs
 made a foreign policy of reasonableness and compromise appear to be the
 logical form of British diplomacy. Under special conditions, however,
 these considerations could also work against "Appeasement". The moral
 sentiment against Britain's involvement in war and international struggles
 could be outweighed by that against wanton aggression, the flouting of
 international treaties, the destruction of small states, and the suppression
 of civil liberties. Apprehension about the deleterious economic con
 sequences of rearmament and war could be matched by an equally acute
 fear of what the materiel (and other) results of losing that war could be ;
 awareness of Britain's many commitments elsewhere in the world, which
 had prevented any firm commitment to Europe for almost 20 years after
 1919, could eventually be discounted when the vital significance for
 national security of preserving the continental balance of power reasserted
 itself1; and public opinion, in its slow and perhaps confused way, could
 begin to feel that the grounds for a cheap, pacific, non-interventionist
 foreign policy might under certain circumstances be rendered invalid. In
 this aspect, as in the others, Chamberlain seemed to be standing still while
 the people changed their views, and then became critical of his failure to
 move with them.

 Conclusion

 It has been argued in this paper that a 'tradition' of appeasement can be
 detected in British foreign policy from the mid-nineteenth century on
 wards, and that this was, in a sense, the 'natural' policy for a small island
 state gradually losing its place in world affairs, shouldering military and
 economic burdens which were increasingly too great for it, and developing

 i. Kennedy, op. cit. pp. 295-8.
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 internally from an oligarchic to a more democratic form of political con
 stitution in which sentiments in favour of a pacific and rational settlement
 of disputes were widely propagated. It was also a policy which to some
 critics in the country displayed too great a proclivity towards surrender,
 whereas to others it revealed, in its execution at least, too little respect for
 the principles which they felt should animate international relations. The
 "Appeasement" policy of the inter-war years was, in this respect, the
 continuation in a heightened form of traditions established earlier; but
 this pattern broke when Hitler's aggressions undermined the credibility
 of the bases upon which "Appeasement" rested, and when the criticism
 of the Left and the Right, supported by an increasing proportion of the
 British public, insisted that the policy could no longer be maintained.
 This left Neville Chamberlain, as heir to and chief advocate of "Appease
 ment", with the dilemma of either abandoning the tradition or of making
 desperate efforts to ensure its prolongation by securing a lasting peace with
 Hitler. When this strategem failed, Chamberlain was exposed to the full
 blast of contemporary (and later) criticism for having executed a diplo
 macy which now neither satisfied the moral nor the practical requirements
 of British policy.

 The final consequence of this abandonment of the tradition of "Appease
 ment" in 1939 was, not surprisingly, a semantic one. When Gladstone
 sought to accede to the reasonable demands of other classes or nations,
 his appeal was based upon high principles as well as practical arguments ;
 when Lloyd George urged concessions to Germany in the Fontainebleau
 Memorandum, his motives were not scorned by the French or the Tory
 backbenchers even if his conclusions were disputed; and when C. P. Scott
 first wrote in the Manchester Guardian of the desire for a "peace of appease
 ment", everyone understood this to be a constructive, positive, honour
 able concept. After Munich, and especially by the time of Prague, this
 had completely changed: even such prominent advocates of the former
 policy as Clifford Allen, Conwell-Evans, Lord Lothian, Robert Cecil and
 Norman Angel? had come to protest at any further toleration of Hitler's
 demands by then.1 And as their estimation of "Appeasement" changed, so
 the meaning of the word altered as well - as dictionaries produced before
 and after this period demonstrate.2 "Appeasement" became a word of
 shame, not of pride; a word useful in the discrediting of one's rivals;
 conversely, as Eden clearly felt at the time of Suez, a word which had
 never to be applied to one's own policy if one could possibly help it. It

 i. Gilbert, op. cit. pp. 165-8, 179-88, covers this change of attitude well.
 2. There is, unfortunately, no politico-semantic' analysis of this word as detailed as R.

 Koebner and H. Schmidt, Imperialism: the Story and Significance of a Political Word 1840-1960
 (Cambridge, 1964), but a glance at the Oxford English Dictionary's definitions of Appeasement
 all before 1933, when vol. 1 of the OED appeared - suggests traditionally that the word implied
 a natural satisfaction or conciliation of desires, e.g. "appeasement of one's appetite". No doubt
 it was in this sense that C. P. Scott argued for a "peace of appeasement" (see Gilbert, op. cit.
 p. 54). Only in the post-1945 dictionaries is there the added meaning of a craven surrender to
 threats.
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 was a sad end for an expression which, in its original form, encapsulated
 many of the finer aspects of the British political tradition. Even today,
 while a foreign policy rooted in those traditional elements of morality,
 economy and prudence may be - indeed, is likely to be being - carried out,
 the last thing its executioners would desire would be to have the word
 "Appeasement" attached to it.
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